We discuss the problem of determining plasma structure from optically thin emission lines whose emission coefficients and frequency-integrated intensities are dependent on temperature T and electron density n. We cast the problem into the inverse form discussed by & Judge Hubeny (1995). Three properties of the kernels in the integral equations lead to fundamental limitations in trying to determine the source term k(T , n), the "" emission measure di †erential in temperature and density,ÏÏ from a set of emission-line intensities. First, the kernels are rather weakly dependent on n. Second, they have asymptotically identical dependencies on n. The inverse problem is therefore very poorly conditioned in the density dimension. Third, the kernels cannot (and may never) be calculated with an accuracy better than^10%. These properties set limits on the accuracy of all solutions, independent of the accuracy of observed line intensities. This concurs with earlier but less general work by et al. Brown (1991). We try to determine solutions for k(T , n), using speciÐc target sources and numerical algorithms. Using realistic uncertainties, calculations indicate that meaningful inverse solutions for k(T , n) cannot be obtained owing to the severe propagation of kernel errors, irrespective of the quality of observational data. Solutions for the "" emission measure di †erential in temperature ÏÏ m(T ) \ / k(T , n)dn are more robust against instabilities driven by poor conditioning.
INTRODUCTION
Inverse problems represent an important class of astrophysical problems lying at the heart of most of our knowledge of the universe (e.g., & Brown In a Craig 1986) . physical picture, the photons (or particles) we are able to measure present to us only a very convoluted or modiÐed form of the desired source structure in which they were emittedÈfor example, by averaging the sources over distribution functions and large volumes of plasma, by photon scattering, and by convolution with instrument response functions. If we are to attempt to understand the original sources of the emitted photons, (i.e., the stars, galaxies, etc.), then we must deal with this modiÐcation in some way.
Expressed mathematically, what we measure (the "" data ÏÏ function, labeled here written as a discrete variable with g i , index i), is an integral over the source term (labeled f ) such that
This equation illustrates the simplest case of a linear integral equation depending on just one variable T . The quan-
1 The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation. tity is the error in observable The function dg i g i . k i (T ), containing our "" model ÏÏ of what leads to observable g i through this equation, is called the kernel for observable g i . is a special linear case, albeit frequently Equation (1) encountered, of the more general nonlinear problem.
The Ðrst aim of some astrophysical studies is to infer or constrain the nature of the source term f (T ) from a set of discrete observations and kernels Two Mg i^d g i N, Mk i (T )N. approaches are possible. The Ðrst is the "" inverse ÏÏ approach. Assuming one can calculate with sufficient accuracy kernels for all T and i of interest, the observed k i (T ) data and the kernels are used to determine suitable solutions f (T ), by directly applying some modiÐcation of the inverse of the integral operator given in The equation (1). second approach, the "" forward ÏÏ problem, involves computing the choosing a speciÐc f (T ), and comparing k i (T ), with the observations then choosing another f (T ), and g i , repeating until suitable agreements are found (i.e., fulÐlling a requirement of a s2 or other statistical measure of goodness of Ðt). These approaches have much in common. Both approaches require the deÐning equation to be cast in this form and both require the calculation of k i (T )Ètogether these constitute the assumed "" model ÏÏ for the observable g i . In both cases there is ambiguity in the desired solutions in the presence of noise. In 1976, & wrote a Craig Brown paper entitled "" Fundamental Limitations of X-Ray Spectra as Diagnostics of Plasma Temperature Structure.ÏÏ Using X-ray lines and continua whose formation obeys equation with electron temperature T as the independent variable, (1) Craig & Brown gave the general deÐnition of f (T ), called the "" di †erential emission measure ÏÏ or "" emission measure di †erential in temperature.ÏÏ They drew attention to some basic, insurmountable limitations inherent in attempts to invert the integral equations to obtain f (T ). Such inversions su †er from ambiguities and instabilities analogous to those found in inverse problems studied earlier. The kernel functions were sufficiently broad that the emitted spectrum was relatively insensitive to the source function.
In an earlier study of forbidden coronal emission lines, Je †eries, Orral, & Zirker had posed (but not (1972a, 1972b) solved) a generalization of this problem, namely the extension to the case of two independent variables, electron temperature T (K) and electron density n (cm~3) :
where the kernels and source terms k(T , n) now K i (T , n) depend explicitly on two variables. The true meaning of the term k(T , n) in terms of the geometric structure of the plasma was not, however, deÐned until et al. Brown (1991) gave the necessary generalization of the earlier di †erential emission measure. k(T , n) should properly be called the "" emission measure di †erential in temperature and density.ÏÏ Brown and colleagues did not attempt to solve equation (2) for a fully bivariate source term. Instead they performed a series of inversions of the univariate problem represented by by searching for solutions in which parametric equation (1) dependence of one variable (n) was enforced on the other (T ) in k(T , n), thereby reducing to the form of equation (2) et al.
cast the equations into equation (1). Brown (1991) analytic form using approximations for kernels and source terms. They demonstrated the following :
1. The best one can do is to set limits on the form of the solutions, because of the lack of sensitivity of the kernels to density, which is an intrinsic property of the emission lines studied.
2. Using parametric models for the excitation of O IV and Fe IX lines in the solar atmosphere, they showed that such limits could be set in principle for a case of potentially practical interest.
The work of et al. should be characterized Brown (1991) as exploratory, since it was restricted to a series of univariate inversions, and no error analysis was performed.
The Ðrst full solutions for k(T , n) obtained by inverting from a set of emission-line intensities equation (2) were given by & Judge hereafter Mg i^d g i N, Hubeny (1995, They presented a simple method and some illusPaper I). trative, Ðrst results for Ðnding "" reasonable ÏÏ solutions, using data with very modest errors. The methods of solution were analogous to those from other research areas (e.g., et al. discussed inversion of "" 1.5-dimensional ÏÏ Schou 1994 and two-dimensional helioseismic integrals to derive solar internal rotation rates).
The work cited above leaves some interesting questions unanswered : Is k(T , n) a useful quantity to know ? What are the sources and magnitudes of errors in typical emissionline inversion problems, and how do these inÑuence the solutions obtained ? Are inversions of emission-line observations worthwhile (or even possible) at all ? If so, can suitable numerical inversion algorithms be developed that are of general use for the emission-line problem ? The penultimate question is not meant to be provocative. It simply recognizes that the full inverse problem has not been adequately studied, and the more restricted case studied by et al. already indicated the magnitude of Brown (1991) potential problems.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to addressing these problems, lying at the heart of the analysis of emission-line spectra. Any lesser analysis of emission lines that might obey must be prone to subjective equation (2) bias. Ours will also be prone to bias, but to a lesser degree, since our approach is general, reproducible and permits assessment of the uniqueness of the results. Our focus is upon lines in the solar EUV and UV spectrum because of the current interest in the CDS and SUMER instruments on the SOHO spacecraft, but our conclusions will be relevant to many other emission-line formation problems.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM : INVERSION OF EMISSION-LINE INTENSITY DATA
We wish to determine "" reasonable ÏÏ and "" general ÏÏ solutions to the inverse problem, i.e., Ðnding k(T , n) in equation from a set of emission-line intensity data and (2)
Mg i^d g i N corresponding kernels
The formalism for MK i (T , n)N. reducing the expressions for the frequency-integrated line intensities to the form of is given by et
We rederive the formalism here to make clear (1991) . assumptions that must be made to cast the problem in this form, and remind the reader of the physical meaning of k(T , n).
Derivation of the Integral Equations
Consider a slab of thickness *z cm that is optically thin to all radiation of interest. The emergent intensity at frequency l from the top of the slab viewed at an angle h to the normal of a slab is, from the solution to the radiative transfer equation,
where t is time and z is height in the slab. (We have ignored photon time of Ñight by using observerÏs frame time t in this equation.) is the "" background ÏÏ speciÐc intensity I lk{ (0, t) incident on the base of the slab, the emission coefficient is (units ergs cm~3 s~1 sr~1 Hz~1), and k@ \ cos h, not v l (z, t) to be confused with the source term k(T , n) in equation (2). We are concerned with analyzing emission-line spectra, meaning that there is no signiÐcant other emission (e.g., from electron scattering or thermal emission from other sources in the region M0, ZN), and that the emission is strongly peaked at a central frequency (the line frequency) l i . With the (usually valid) assumption that has a I lk{ (0, t) much weaker frequency dependence than the line proÐle, and/or is simply much weaker than the line, we can move to the left-hand side of and deÐne a I lk{ (0, t) equation (3) new "" observable ÏÏ which is the g lk{ (t) \ I lk{ (Z, t) [ I lk{ (0, t), proÐle of the line with the background intensity subtracted. We will assume this to have been done henceforth. Furthermore, we neglect stimulated emission. In these cases, which apply, for example, to EUV lines formed in the solar corona, or the optical and UV emission in photoionized nebulae, we can then write
where is the population density of the upper level of n i (z, t) transition i, is the emission-line proÐle (normalized so / l that and is the Einstein A-coefficient of the / 0 = / l dl \ 1), A i transition (not the inverse lifetime of the level, a notation sometimes in use). Integrating over frequency, the emission coefficient of the entire line (units of ergs cm~3 s~1 sr~1) v i is
and the frequency-integrated emergent intensity of the emission line along the direction normal g i,k{/1 \ / 0 = g l,k{/1 dl to the slab is thus
(An equivalent expression for the Ñux density for unresolved sources replaces 1/4n in by is not, of eq. [6] 1 2 ). Equation (6) course, in the form of To put into equation (2). equation (6) the desired form requires writing in terms of some n i (z, t) constants and the variables T and n. The population densities are determined from rate equations of the form
and the particle conservation equation,
where the left-hand side is the total (Lagrangian) time derivative, is the number density of hydrogen nuclei, and n H (z, t) is the abundance of the element relative to n EL (z, t)/n H (z, t) hydrogen. In is the mean total (collisional equation (7) P ji plus radiative) rate in units of s~1 at which an ion in level j makes a transition to level i (also functions of z and t).
Clearly, for to be a function of T and n only, we must n i assume that that electron and other perDn i /Dt \ 0 # i, turbing particles have Maxwellian distribution functions with temperature T , and that is a constant (or a (n EL /n H )n H simple, calculable function of T and n). With these and the other conditions mentioned above met, the become funcn i tions of T , n and some assumed constants.
Adopting these assumptions, consider the choice for the kernels given by
then we must also have (removing, by assumption, the dependence on time t) :
This last equality constitutes the deÐning equation for k(T , n), discussed further below. The speciÐc choice of kernels given by is driven by the behavior of equation (9) kernels for resonance transitions (those emission lines excited by collisions from the ground state for which A i greatly exceeds all collisional rates in the atomic rate equations), since then the kernels are almost a function of temperature only. In this way the dominant functional dependence of the kernel on density has been removed. This behavior follows from looking at factors involved in the calculation of Following convention we write n i .
where is the population density of the ion to which line n ION i belongs. For resonance transitions If the gas is n i /n ION P n. fully ionized, (for cosmic element abundances) n H /n D 0.8 and then all the remaining terms in are equation (13) approximately independent of n. The emission coefficient is thus roughly proportional to n2 (e.g., as Pottasch 1964), desired. An example of such a behavior is case "" R ÏÏ shown in Figure 1 .
We conclude that several conditions must be met to cast the line formation problem into the desired form (eq. [2]) :
1. The gas must be optically thin to all radiation that can inÑuence the level populations of the ions involved.
2. Statistical equilibrium must be a valid approximation
4. Sources of photon emission other than from the line transition itself must be negligible or subtracted from both sides of equation (3).
5. The gas must be fully ionized (or the ionization must be a simple function of the variables T and n).
6. The element abundances must be assumed to be constant.
These assumptions (or minor relaxations of them, such as requiring lines only to be "" e †ectively thin,ÏÏ see & Jordan Brown or allowing minor departures from Maxwel-1981, lian distribution functions) form the basis of standard emission measure analysis. It is not obvious that all of these assumptions will be met in cases of interest (see, e.g., for an interesting discussion). There are some Feldman 1992 cases when, if an assumption is not valid, one can still formulate an equation similar to but with a higher equation (2) number of independent variables. For instance, one may treat certain elemental abundances as independent variables to be solved for.
Review of the Meaning of k(T , n)
In our formalism equations and constitute the (11) (12) deÐning equation for the source term k(T , n). The physical meaning of k(T , n) from these equations is straightforward but not immediately obvious et al. For com- (Brown 1991) . pleteness, we recall the essence of its meaning : Refer to°2 of et al. for a complete discussion. [Note that Brown (1991) our k(T , n) is equivalent to their t(n, T ), the only di †er-ences being a change in order of variables and the fact that our equations are written for intensity instead of total radiated power.] First we must generalize the above equations to consider volume elements. The total emitted radiated FIG. 1.ÈKernels of speciÐc emission lines, from the Be-like ion O V. The kernels are in units of 10~25 erg cm3 s~1 sr~1. The term diagram shows the transitions in the other panels : Case "" R ÏÏ is the resonance (allowed) transition, "" I ÏÏ is the intersystem (spin-forbidden) transition, and "" E ÏÏ is the allowed transition excited from the metastable level. The dependence on density of all emission-line kernels is represented by just these three cases for most ions of astrophysical interest. power in line i from a volume V can be written
To identify the meaning of k(T , n) the last equation must again be recast into an integral over variables n and T . In general, the plasma will be conÐgured such that surfaces of constant density and temperature are not coincident S n S T in space, but intersect on a line Then one can identify L n,T . volume elements labeled j in the plasma d3r 4 dV j :
in which the density lies between n and n ] dn and the temperature lies between T and T ] dT . is the local h n,T j angle such that between the vectors $n and (0 \ h n,T j \ n) $T . In general there can be many such disjoint volumes j in the plasma. We can now deÐne an emission measure function di †erential in density and temperature by
such that integration of 4nt(T , n) over all T and n K i (T , n) yields the radiated power Note that for the slab P i . geometry used above, t(T , n) \ 4nSk(T , n), where S is the area of the slab.
gives the precise deÐnition of Equation (17) k(T , n) in terms of the geometric conÐguration of the plasma in the general case. The reader is referred to Brown et al. for the important but simpler special case where (1991) surfaces of constant density and temperature are coincident, where sin h n,T \ 0. In essence, k(T , n) is a positive quantity essentially measuring the volume distribution of emitting plasma di †eren-tially as a function of both temperature and density within the plasma, weighted by n2.
2.3. Is k(T , n) a Useful Quantity to Know ? It is often assumed that the "" emission measure di †eren-tial in temperature,ÏÏ i.e., the solution f (T ) for the univariate emission-line inversion problem that depends on T , is a useful quantity to know. However, & Brown Craig (1976) contended that it was not a quantity that is easy to interpret other than for very simple geometries without making further, perhaps unjustiÐed, assumptions. The situation for the bivariate quantity k(T , n) is analogous to the univariate case. Nevertheless, we believe that this quantity is useful for the following purposes :
1. If it is not possible to Ðnd functions k(T , n) that can match the observed line intensities within the uncerg i tainties and with reasonable kernel uncertainties, this dg i signals either the breakdown of underlying assumptions or assumed values (e.g., abundances) and/or the misassessment of the uncertainties. Either of these is an important thing to know, before proceeding further.
2. If it is possible to Ðnd "" suitable ÏÏ functions k(T , n) (the meaning of this will be discussed below) then the function does represent the most one can ever know about the plasma from the measurements alone et al. g i^d g i (Brown The narrowness of the range of functions that is 1991). acceptable indicates the information content of the observed data.
3. Given suitable solutions, one can tell if speciÐc plasma conÐgurations are consistent with the observed data. For instance, is the plasma consistent with constant pressure, constant density, or more complex models ? (An example is Fig. 1 of Note, however, the small magnitude of the Paper I. errors used there.)
4. The set of acceptable solutions k(T , n) yields, as objectively as will ever be possible, "" the solution ÏÏ (i.e., range of solutions) to the inverse problem, unlike the traditional "" line ratio diagnostic techniques ÏÏ (which are outlined, e.g., in°3 of & Monsignori-Fossi Mason 1994).
The success or failure of the inverse approach hinges upon the Ðrst two points. We turn to model problems to assess whether the method can be usefully applied to astrophysical spectra in realistic cases.
PROPERTIES OF AND SOLUTION TO THE EMISSION-LINE INVERSION PROBLEM
3.1. T he Numerical Method Our aim is to derive solutions k(T , n) from observed (or model) line intensities A brief description of a g i^d g i . simple numerical method was given in
Since most Paper I. emission-line formation problems are not generally amenable to simple analytical treatments (the kernels in the equations are solutions to eqs. and we adopt a [7] [8]), numerical procedure. First we replace with its equation (2) discretized form
where the source term has two subscripts, j \ 1, . . . , b, k jk k \ 1, . . . , c, corresponding to discretization of the variables T and n in and the discretized kernel equation (2), (containing integration weights) is K ijk . The (poorly conditioned) inversion problem is now formally analogous to the univariate case, i.e., we need to Ðnd the "" inverse ÏÏ of the array :
where there are a observables The crux of our method, g i . which allows such a formulation, simply involves rewriting the double sum over indices j and k as a single sum over the new index i thereby reducing the array to a matrix K ijk K ii , which is amenable to inversion using standard numerical procedures. The new index i can be deÐned as such that
Thus, the elements are written into the corresponding K ijk elements of the two-dimensional matrix and so for-K ii , mally the forward and inverse operations are
is used to map into the desired soluEquation (20) k i k jk , tion. We stress that is the formal solution only. equation (22) In practice this is never used as we discuss below.
Mathematical Issues
The recasting of the discrete bivariate problem (eq. [19] ) into a univariate problem raises an interesting (eq. [22]) mathematical point, which deserves clariÐcation. It is clearly impossible uniquely to recover a bivariate function k(T , n) from the univariate function g(z) given by (23).
To understand the matter it is best to consider Ðrst the general linear univariate problem
This does not have a unique continuum functional solution even for noise-free data g(z) since to any solution can be added any functional belonging to the null m 0 (T ) space of kernel K, i.e., solutions such that
noise-free data in the modiÐed nonlinear problem such as the emission-line problem where the additional constraints K [ 0 and m [ 0 can be used. However, if any noise dg is present, no unique solution exists since to it can be added any dm, which does not move g outside of the error "" volume ÏÏ dg in g-space. This is the essence of the illposedness. The only way that uniqueness can be restored is by addition of prior information/assumptions so as to force dm to be as small as we "" want ÏÏ by disallowing most of the dm error space. In this sense, the impossibility of uniquely solving for k(T , n) is no di †erent from solving equation (23) and can be overcome by addition of a priori equation (24) assumptions about the permissible properties of the solution. SpeciÐcally, we can solve if we restrict equation (23) the "" measures ÏÏ in T , n of the solution for k(T , n) so that the total "" measure ÏÏ of k(T , n) does not exceed that of g(z). There is a free choice here in that the measures in n and T can be chosen freely as long as the total measure is preserved. The parallel with our solution in the discrete case is then clear. Discretization reduces the "" double inÐnity ÏÏ of possible source function values to a Ðnite number g \ cb of independent Thus, with a Ðnite number a of observak jk . tions one can solve for g \ a values of However, the k jk . grid resolutions ("" measures ÏÏ) of the solution have had to be reduced below the grid resolution ("" measure ÏÏ) such that cb ¹ a. The choice of c, b is free subject to this limit, or in practice to a limit cb > a for noisy g, and constitutes additional a priori information enabling a solution. For a square formulation we would have c \ b \ a1@2. In practice we expect that the resolution in n will be chosen to be much coarser than in T because of the kernel properties to be discussed below.
Special Properties of the Emission-L ine
Inversion Problem Strategies for inverting integral equations depend crucially on the nature of the kernels and source terms in the equations. Obvious examples are convolution kernels in which the convolution theorem allows an analytical solution (albeit ill-posed in most practical cases). We focus here upon kernels of the kind given by
These have equation (9). the property of being positive deÐnite everywhere. Because the sources k(T , n) are in essence distribution functions, they too must be positive deÐnite. These properties are the only rigid a priori constraints that are valid for this problem and they are helpful as a guide to Ðnding suitable inversion strategies.
Before proceeding, note that we have the speciÐc regime of low electron densities in mind, such that three-body collisional recombination is unimportant compared with twobody processes (radiative and dielectronic recombination). Thus, we restrict our discussion to electron densities n > 1017 (q ] 1) cm~3, for ions of charge q. (This criterion was derived by comparing three-body recombination rate coefficients with those for radiative recombination, at temperatures characteristic of ions formed T eq D 104(q ] 1)2 close to coronal ionization equilibrium). Then ionization balance, with the assumptions listed in is close to the°2, "" coronal limit ÏÏ and far from LTE, and the kernels have the forms discussed below. (This is not a basic restriction of the method. Our calculations do in fact include the small threebody collision rates. Most astrophysical plasmas that emit detectable emission lines satisfy this criterion, those that exceed these densities are usually optically thick [e.g., stellar interiors], so that the present analysis technique becomes invalid anyway.)
illustrates properties of kernels of several typical Figure 1 lines formed under the standard assumptions in the solar corona/ transition region. The dependence of the kernels on temperature T for a Ðxed electron density has been well documented (e.g., & Monsignori-Fossi and is Mason 1994) controlled by the terms and in n i /n ION n ION /n EL equation which lead to the well-known "" peaked ÏÏ form that (13), results from the ionization balance. This is evident in all of the kernels shown in As a rough guide the kernelsÏ Figure 1 . dependence on T can be pictured as a Gaussian function centered at some with a width *T (full width at T \ T 0 half-maximum) such that 0.3 \ *T /T 0 \ 1. The dependence of the kernels on density n at a Ðxed temperature is also well documented. There are essen-T 0 tially just kinds of kernels depending on the relative three2 lifetimes of the upper (and in one case lower) levels of the transitions against radiative decay in comparison with lifetimes against collisional excitation or de-excitation (e.g., & Mason & Monsignori-Fossi Dere 1981 ; Mason 1994 ) :
1. Resonance lines (the lower level belongs to the ground term, the upper level has a very short radiative lifetime compared with lifetime against collisional processes) :
(i.e., constant). At very high densities
2. Intersystem and forbidden lines (the lower level belongs to the ground term, but the upper level has a long radiative lifetime) :
[1 \ a \ 0. At low den-K i (T , n) P na, sities a \ 0, at high densities a \ [1. This is case "" I ÏÏ shown in Figure 1 .
3. Lines excited from metastable levels (the lower level has a long radiative lifetime) :
low and high densities a \ 0, at intermediate densities a approaches 1. Like the resonance lines, at extremely high
The particular behavior of a given line depends on the density of the emitting plasma. For instance at asymptotically high or low enough densities all lines behave the same way. But the crucial point here is that the dependence of the kernels on density n is much weaker than on temperature T .
Brown, & Sweet drew attenAlmleaky, What are the likely uncertainties in calculating these kernels ? We anticipate the discussion below and state (°3.6) that generally the largest sources of uncertainty in such solutions arise from inadequate treatments of the physical processes inÑuencing ionization and recombination rates. They are at least^20%, but errors up to factors of several should not be discounted. Thus, it is likely that some of the needed kernels are subject to systematic errors of a magnitude much in excess of any random errors in the system of equations, such as may be present in the observed data.
In summary, there are three special properties of the kernels of the emission-line problem :
1. Kernel dependencies on n are small, much smaller than their dependencies on T .
2. Asymptotically, as n ] 0 and n ] O, all kernels are linearly dependent in the variable n, i.e.,
will almost certainly remain in K i (T , n) excess of^10%. These errors arise from limitations in the numerical quantum mechanics needed to describe electron impacts (limited wave function expansions), and from the uncertain inÑuence of plasma processes that a †ect dielectronic recombination rates. Such errors will be systematic in nature.
Finally, in
we show qualitatively where the par- Figure 2 ticular group of lines used for our "" case study ÏÏ below) (°4 have greatest sensitivities to density and maxima in temperature in the T , n plane.
Making the Inversion a W ell-Posed Problem :
Regularization The central problem common to all integral inversions is that of the ill-posed nature of the formal inversion (eq. [22] ). The univariate inversion problem has been extensively studied (e.g., & Brown and & Rosner Craig 1986 Je †ery among others) and has been touched on in the 1986, bivariate case et al.
As mentioned in the (Brown 1991) .°3.2, essential problem is that many solutions for the source vector (function) can be found that are consistent with a given set of observed data, which always contain uncertainties, when the kernel functions are not sufficiently linearly independent. Kernels that are not linearly 
(T , n)/L ated at n \ 108 cm~3 with the maximum in the modulus of the gradient log n o, evaluated at The radius of the circles indicates
, n)/L largest gradients are also labeled by their wavelengths in Circles with A . plus signs indicate lines whose kernels increase with increasing electron density ; circles without plus signs decrease with increasing electron density.
independent lead to matrices in equations like equation (21) that are almost singular, so the inverse matrices (eq. [22]) contain enormous elements that amplify observational or kernel uncertainties beyond acceptable limits. Thus, one is forced to impose constraints on the desired solutions a priori.
Singular V alue Decomposition (SV D)
An understanding of the degree of linear dependence of the kernels and the ill-posed nature of the inversion problem can usefully be obtained through application of "" singular value decomposition ÏÏ (SVD), a generalization of eigenfunction expansions for nonsquare matrices (e.g., p. 175 ; & Brown In essence the Miller 1974 , Craig 1986 ). SVD allows one to write a matrix and its inverse in terms of a diagonal matrix of "" singular values ÏÏ multiplied by two unitary matrices (composed of "" singular vectors ÏÏ) from the right and left. The inverse matrix is obtained by transposition of the singular vectors and replacing the inner (diagonal) matrix elements by their inverses. The inverse matrix will thus contain enormous components if the singular values are small, and because small singular values of the kernel matrices correspond to rapidly oscillating singular vectors, the inversion of the matrix is ill conditioned since the data noise will be ampliÐed by the small singular values. The most signiÐcant observational data are therefore, through operation by the singular vectors, those that combine to correspond to the largest singular values. Practical solution algorithms must essentially truncate the singular value expansion (i.e., smooth the solution) to include only those singular vectors in the inversion with singular values sufficiently large to contribute a signal above the noise data level.
shows singular values from SVD of the kernel Figure 3  matrix for the "" case study ÏÏ set of lines and numerical K ii parameters, which we will discuss in The number of°4. singular values that are greater than a speciÐc value set by the errors in the data and in the kernels is a measure of the "" information content ÏÏ of the lines (e.g., & Brown Craig Hansen, & Thompson 1986 ; Christensen-Dalsgaard, 1993) . As can be seen from the Ðgure there are very few (¹10) singular values within, say, a factor of 100 of the maximum singular value, in spite of the fact that we have 113 "" observed ÏÏ lines. The very rapid drop-o † of the singular values in the Ðgure shows qualitatively the poor information content of the lines, in spite of the apparently "" reasonable ÏÏ selection of lines as indicated by Figure 2 .
To examine further the cause of the problem, we also show in singular value distributions from decom- Figure 3 position of the matrices for representative temperature and density univariate problems. These were computed using the full kernels but evaluated at one density (plus symbols) or one temperature (asterisks) only. The plus symbols are therefore indicative of the information content for determinations of the "" emission measure di †erential in temperature ÏÏ m(T ) \ / k(T , n)dn, and the asterisks indicate FIG. 3 .ÈSingular values (in descending order) of the kernel matrix K ii from are plotted (diamonds) as determined using singular value eq. (21) decomposition, for the set of lines used in
The abscissa gives the rank°4. (1 \ biggest, 2 \ next biggest, etc.) of the singular values, the ordinate the singular values normalized to the largest. The kernels were calculated on the numerical grid used in containing 20 temperature and 21 density°4.4, grid points. The pluses show the distribution of singular values for just one density (log n \ 9.0) of the entire kernel matrix. These singular values are, therefore, those for the univariate inversion matrix for the temperature distribution. The asterisks (*) show a similar plot but for the univariate inversion matrix for the density distribution at a given temperature (5.4 in log T ).
the information content for the determination of f(n) \ / k(T , n)dT . These also su †er very rapid declines in the singular value distributions, especially for the f(n) problem whose singular values fall o † roughly as the square of those for the m(T ) problem. The similarity of the bivariate distribution to the univariate constant-density distribution for the largest 15 or so singular values indicates that most of the information in the data that will be robust against the presence of noise in kernels or data is information in the temperature domain only. The excess of the bivariate distribution over the distribution for the m(T ) problem for the remaining singular values is due to extra information from the density sensitivity of the lines. Note that this excess occurs basically only for singular values below 10~3 of the largest singular value. This is also vividly illustrated in (Plate 24), showing how the inverse solution Figure 4 develops as smaller and smaller singular values are included in the inverse matrix.
The singular value distributions in and the Figure 3 inverse solutions in illustrate graphically why the Figure 4 bivariate emission-line inversion problem is so much worse than the univariate problem. Almost all the extra information present needed to determine k(T , n) over and above m(T ) is contained in very small singular values. T o obtain sensible solutions in the presence of noise one must e †ectively truncate the singular value expansion (i.e., set the inverse of small values to zero in the inverse expansion). T his is to accept the fact that much information on the density distribution is lost in the spectral data noise. These unpleasant and fundamental properties will become painfully evident in our numerical inversions discussed below.
Particular Algorithms for Regularization
To make the inverse problem well conditioned we have tried three well-known methods : Zeroth-order regularization, which is almost equivalent to truncated SVD and thus the solutions shown in (e.g., & Figure 4 Miller 1974 ; Craig Brown second-order regularization ; maximum 1986) ; entropy regularization. Each imposes its own "" smoothness constraint ÏÏ on the desired solution. Properly applied, each ensures that the number of independent points in the desired solutions is less than or equal to the number of independent data points (see and that, as can be°3.2), shown using SVD, spurious error magniÐcation is kept to an acceptable level. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. In each case a solution is sought that attempts to minimize (by simple di †erentiation) the sum of two functionals of the desired source term k. The Ðrst functional is the usual "" s2 statistic,ÏÏ the second functional takes di †erent forms according to the chosen regularization method used. These are discussed in the Appendix. In all cases the solution of the inverse problem boils down to solving the following equation for k :
where K, H are matrices (KT is the transpose of K) and k and g are the solution and data vectors, respectively. The kernel matrices K, and KT were "" row-weighted ÏÏ as described by & Brown to allow the "" s2 term ÏÏ Craig (1986) (KTK [ KTg) the correct weighting with the data errors dg according to equation (A2).
For the zeroth-and second-order regularized solutions the "" smoothing matrices ÏÏ H have elements that are independent of k, hence we call these "" linear least squares ÏÏ inversion methods. The elements of H depend on a "" tradeo † parameter ÏÏ j (actually two are needed for the secondorder method, corresponding to the derivatives of k with respect to T and n).
is of linear form Ax \ b, Equation (25) which is solved by standard techniques. A combination of the zeroth-and second-order functionals was used to derive the solutions given in Paper I.
For the maximum entropy method the system is nonlinear in k because the elements of H depend on k, i.e., H \ Thus, an iterative approach is required. We obtain H j (k). convergence using a Newton-Raphson linearization scheme, starting from an oversmoothed zeroth ] secondÈ order solution (modiÐed such that negative values are replaced arbitrarily by 1/100 of the largest value).
Error Propagation through Errors in Kernels and Data
To illustrate the propagation of kernel errors into the derived solutions we consider the simple univariate problem discretized such that the number of (eq. [1]), desired solution points f equals the number of observables g. This special case of a square matrix yields considerable insight. Initially ignoring errors in the kernels, the standard result for the propagation of errors dg in the error-free data to errors in the desired solution, df (e.g.,
where is the condition number of the is typically an C N enormous number in essentially all applications, reÑecting the poor conditioning of the inversion problem.
The more general case where errors exist in the dK D 0 kernels as well as has a solution provided dg D 0 from standard linear algebra (e.g.,
1977,
This result shows the formal equivalence between the errors in kernels, dK, and those in the observed data dg, in the case where the errors in the matrices are small enough in the sense that Of course the errors in kernels p (dK)K 0 1 p \ 1. are matrices and those in the data are vectors, but provided compatible norms are adopted the formalism serves to illustrate the potential magnitude of poor conditioning because of errors in the kernels.
Several studies have been made that include the propagation of kernel errors when regularization is included (e.g., Leonov, & Yagoda & Goncharskii, 1972 ; Petrov Khovanskii However, since the errors in the particu-1973). lar kernels are likely not to satisfy the "" smallness ÏÏ criterion, and they are very systematic in nature, we must adopt numerical simulations of kernel errors.
T he Particular Nature of Errors in Emission-L ine
Kernels and Data In helioseismic work, an area well known for applications of inverse theory, the errors in kernel functions are generally found to be substantially smaller than in the observations (J. Christensen-Dalsgaard 1996, private communication). This must be contrasted with the emission-line problem. For illustration we can consider kernel errors in the for two simple cases. The Ðrst is the "" coronal approximation ÏÏ (e.g., & Jordan p. 210), where collisional deGabriel 1971, excitation and three-body recombination can be ignored owing to small particle densities. Each line can be treated as a simple "" two-level atom ÏÏ including the ground state and the upper level of the transition only. The ionization balance is calculated separately. An example might be the transition in Be-like ions, case
In this limit, the factors in equations Figure 1 .
(9) and can be simpliÐed to yield (13)
where ! is the Maxwellian-averaged collision strength of the transition, x is the ionization fraction to which line i belongs, and y is the abundance of the element relative to hydrogen. Di †erentiation of yields equation (28) 
Thus, assuming Ðxed element abundances, kernel errors are dominated by two sources :
1. Errors in electron-ion excitation cross sections between bound levels (d!). These depend on the speciÐc isoelectronic sequence to which the ion belongs, on the particular transition (forbidden, semiforbidden, permitted, principal quantum numbers, etc.), on the scale of the atomic structure calculation used, on treatments of relativistic e †ects, and on the approximations used in the collisional calculations. These errors can therefore be expected to be highly systematic in nature. A recent laboratory study of the bound-bound cross section for the C IV resonance lines shows agreement with theoretical cross sections to within the experimental uncertainties of^7% et al. It (Savin 1995) . is unlikely that uncertainties are smaller than this highly studied case in any transition of any ion.
2. Errors in ionization balance dx, which depend on cross sections for the relevant processes as well as physical e †ects such as the inÑuence of plasma microÐelds on dielectronic recombination that are difficult to treat accurately Summers (1996 ( , private (Summers 1974 . communication) suggests that errors in the net ionization and recombination rate coefficients (i.e., including errors in cross sections as well as plasma processes) are likely to be at least^20% for ions formed in the solar corona or transition region, with those for the majority of ions being substantially larger. Similar but larger errors may be introduced simply by departures from ionization equilibrium in if they are present in the (Dn i /Dt D 0 # i eq.
[7]), real plasma (recent evidence for this occurring in the solar transition region is given by et al. Judge 1995) . can lead to large and highly systematic errors in the kernels.
Such errors
For resonance lines, errors in the kernels will therefore have the following characteristics : Collisional or radiative transitions within multiplets that obey LS coupling will have uncertainties that depend primarily upon radial integrals and not angular factors, thus preserving branching ratios. The same transition in ions of the same isoelectronic sequences are likely to have uncertainties that are similar, since structure and collisional calculations tend to be performed along isoelectronic sequences (e.g., Lang 1994). Thus, rows of the matrix dK will be similar if they refer to lines of the same multiplet or the same isoelectronic sequence. Furthermore, for any line (i.e., any row in dK), the columns of dK will be closely related to one another, because errors induced by cross section errors or by incorrect assumptions simply result in smooth transformations of rows in the kernels : dK D h(T , n), where h(T , n) is a smooth function of variables T and n. For instance, doubling an ionization rate coefficient simply shifts a †ected kernels (especially in the two ionization stages involved) downward in temperature in a systematic way.
The next simplest approximation is again a "" two-level atom, ÏÏ but it involves a metastable upper level whose radiative decay rate is comparable or smaller than collisional de-excitation rates. A good example is the 1s22s2p 3P 1 ] transition in beryllium-like ions, see case "" I ÏÏ of 1s22s2 1S 0 For such lines, additional sources of error occur Figure 1 . because level lifetimes are needed and because forbidden and/or spin-changing transitions must also have accurate collision cross sections, as well as Einstein A-coefficients. The solution of the statistical equilibrium equations for the two-level atom approximation gives
where is the "" critical electron density,ÏÏ that for which n c the net collisional de-excitation rate equals the Einstein A-coefficient of the transition. At low densities (n > n c ), reduces to At higher densities, equation (30) equation (29) Similar, but algebraically more detailed, results can be derived for the more general cases involving three or more bound levels, but they o †er little more insight to the sources and magnitude of kernel errors.
We conclude that uncertainties in the needed kernels are likely to be large (at least^30%, up to factors of several), and systematic in nature. In addition, these errors are likely also to be in excess of uncertainties in observed line intensities (currently^5%È15%, in the EUV and UV wavelength region, determined by errors calibration of spectrograph and detectors introduced in the synchrotron calibration sources, Rottman, & Ucker To Woods, 1993) . address this problem, we therefore abandon the linear theory of and instead examine speciÐc real cases.°3.5
A CASE STUDY FOR THE SUMER AND CDS INSTRUMENTS ON SOHO
The SUMER and CDS instruments on the recently launched SOHO spacecraft are already providing line intensity data between 150 and 1600 of unprecedented quality.
A A problem of current interest is therefore the following : Can we maximize the information on the thermal structure of the plasma from emission lines sensitive to temperature and density for a set of observed lines g formed in the SunÏs transition region and corona ? In other words : Is it possible to develop a relatively unambiguous, reproducible method for determining the source term k(T , n).
Here we address this problem using synthetic "" observations, ÏÏ computed from given kernels and assumed source terms. As discussed above, we will treat the case where uncertainties are dominated by uncertainties in the kernels, dK, and we will perform calculations in the regime that the errors in the observed line intensities dg are negligible (except for a few very weak forbidden lines). Even in this idealized case, we will Ðnd insurmountable problems.
Approach
We have adopted a "" forward and then backward ÏÏ approach. First, we choose some form for the function k(T , n) on a numerical grid. Then, with an assumed set of abundances (held Ðxed), we compute the "" observed ÏÏ line intensities from detailed solutions to the atomic rate g i equations under the assumptions outlined in Uncer-°2.1. tainties were computed using (Poisson dg i dg i \ a(g i )1@2 statistics) with the maximum computed set to 105 counts g i to set the absolute value of the constant a. We then attempt to invert the "" observations ÏÏ using (1) accurate kernels, i.e., those used in the calculations of the "" observed line intensities ÏÏ and (2) a series of randomly perturbed g i , kernels that heuristically reÑect the systematic nature of the uncertainties in the calculations of the kernels.
Choice of L ines
Ideally, one would match the choice of lines with the SUMER and CDS instrumentsÏ sensitivities and uncertainties in intensity calibrations. However, while this speciÐc problem is of direct interest, Ðrst we must demonstrate that inversions are possible at all given reasonable uncertainties in the kernels for a rather complete set of emission lines. In we demonstrated that inversions were posPaper I sible with very small random errors in observations (and g i by inference also in the kernels from but K i (T , n) eq.
[27]), the question of whether such inversions are possible when more realistic data errors and the much larger systematic errors in the kernels are introduced remains unaddressed. Therefore, we have chosen a set of lines from the Li, Be, B, C, N, Na, Mg, and Al isoelectronic sequences of abundant ions. The list of ions and the transitions used is given in Only lines in the SOHO wavelength range were Table 1 . used (150È1600 leading to a total of 113 computed lines. A ), The table contains in one sense a rather complete set of typical transitions observed in the SunÏs EUV spectrum because it is unlikely that this or a similar set of lines will easily be observed simultaneously (this is certainly the case for the EUV and UV instruments on SOHO). It contains many density and temperature sensitive line pairs (in the traditional sense), with density sensitivity in the solar regime. In the language of the present paper, we have a rather complete set of kernels that span the di †erent dependences on density (see in the regime of interest (i.e.,°3.3) lines with suitable critical densities for various isoelectronic sequences can be identiÐed in the list).
illustrates Figure 2 more quantitatively the properties of the kernels taken as a group. Ideally, one would like to have a smooth distribution of points with large and small circles in this plane, or perhaps a concentration of points close to a region of special interest. The chosen lines contain density sensitive lines in the middle transition region but at higher and lower temperatures the lines lack sensitivity to density.
Notable absentees from the table include ions of iron that are formed in the corona [log T (K) [ 5.9] and ions of the H and He isoelectronic sequences. The iron ions were omitted owing to the larger computer times required to compute the kernels. All of these missing lines would help to Ðll the high-temperature region of with more Figure 2 smaller and larger circles. Thus, we should expect that better constraints on k(T , n) at these temperatures should certainly be possible. However, we believe that we have enough lines that our general conclusions will remain unchanged. If we cannot obtain suitable inversions with our current list of lines, then inversions for a more restricted list that can realistically be obtained with real instruments will therefore not yield useful inversions.
Perturbations of Atomic Rate Coefficients
We have introduced three types of errors in atomic rate coefficients (i.e., the terms and in needed for P ji P ij eq.
[7]) calculations of the inverse kernel matrices (A) (eq. [22]) : random ; (B) correlated (random only between atomic terms, not levels) ; and (C) same as (B) but identical logarithmic errors were used in ionization rates for all ions in an element. For each of these cases we introduced 1 p errors of two magnitudes : linear uncertainties of^10% and^3% for bound-bound processes ; logarithmic (base 10) uncertainties of^0.3 and^0.1 for bound-free processes.
Case (A) represents the limit of completely uncorrelated errors that is physically unrealistic for the atomic rate coefÐcients. Case (B) is an attempt to account for the correlations between atomic parameters that are likely to be more physically realistic (LS and other coupling schemes are valid for the ions considered here). Case (C) is an attempt to represent an incorrect treatment of physical processes inÑuencing recombination rate coefficients, thus all ions are perturbed in a similar way.
The chosen magnitudes (^10 or^3%) of the boundbound errors di †er by a factor of three arbitrarily. This choice is driven mostly by theoretical work upon which most of the collisional bound-bound rate coefficients are based, which cites^10% as "" the uncertainty ÏÏÈthus, a standard error of 1 p 4 10% will for many cases (32% of the random realizations) yield errors in excess of 10%. Thus, a 3 p standard error of 10% ensures 99% of the realizations will have errors less than 10%. The magnitudes of the errors in bound-free rate coefficients are very hard to judge. Based upon discussions with Summers (1996, private communication) we have tried to "" guess ÏÏ a realistic error on the basis of the di †erences between calculations of dielectronic recombination rate coefficients in the literature. A further related source of error may also be nonequilibrium ionization in evolving plasmas, since the whole formalism then breaks down.
Numerical Solutions
Our procedure is as follows :
1. Adopt a model source term k(T , n). 2. Calculate an "" observed spectrum, ÏÏ i.e., set of line intensities from this model, and add random data errors g i according to the prescription outlined above.
3. Choose a trade-o † parameter j and inversion strategy. 4. For each kind of kernel, unperturbed, or perturbed cases (A), (B), and (C), compute an inversion. Repeat for 10 di †erent realizations of the perturbed kernels (a small Monte Carlo approach).
5. Repeat steps (3) and (4) and examine the results.
Many of the Monte Carlo realizations were calculated in a variety of di †erent source terms k(T , n), which we call "" targets.ÏÏ The variables T and n in the numerical calculations were the logarithms of the temperature and density, respectively. The targets were of various kinds, from solar models at constant pressure or constant density, to solar models at two pressures, and also some ad hoc distributions. While speciÐc inversions from di †erent source distributions and di †erent inversion strategies (maximum entropy vs. linear inversions) yield, as expected, di †erent detailed results, there are some general conclusions that can be drawn.
In the ideal case of very small errors in data or kernels the targets were well reproduced only for very small values of j. An example is shown in (Plate 25) which shows Figure 5 FIG. 6.ÈThe top panel shows the "" observed ÏÏ spectrum, i.e., the line intensities in units of ergs cm~2 s~1 sr~1, computed from the target k(T , n) Mg i N shown in plotted as a function of wavelength of the lines in The lower panels show the ratio of the computed and "" observed ÏÏ spectra computed Fig. 5, A . from the inverse solutions for log j \ [4.0 for the ideal case and for case C with the smaller magnitude kernel errors. The lowest two panels show the results of the linear inversion ; the upper two panels show results from the maximum entropy inversion. Bracketed points have very large statistical uncertainties and so error bars are not plotted. Roughly 28% of the solutions have negative values in the second-order linear inversion calculations. These negative solutions lead to lower values of s2, but they are unphysical (see text).
recovery of the constant pressure solar atmosphere target as a function of j, using the maximum entropy algorithm. Notice that, as expected from the behavior of the kernels, the "" resolution ÏÏ in the "" density direction ÏÏ is much poorer than in the "" temperature direction.ÏÏ Vertical bands in the Ðgure can be seen for all values of jÈthese indicate that much of the solution in this direction (the density direction) is controlled more by the smoothness constraint than (H j )
by the s2 component (KTK) on the left-hand side of equation (25). Another interesting point is that many di †erent sources are consistent with the target data to within say, 5%È10%. (Compare the solutions in as a function of j.) While Fig. 5 the solutions must be judged as "" acceptable ÏÏ on the basis of the s2 statistic (or another suitable statistical measure) based upon the real data and kernel errors, this agreement is disconcerting given that current UV and EUV calibrations have errors close to these values.
When realistic errors are introduced into the kernels, the solutions have the following characteristics. For small values of j, the inversions are unstable to the point of rendering solutions impossible, because no minimum exists for the sum of the s2 and negentropy functional (eq. [A5]) within the machine rounding errors. For larger values of j, all solutions become stable, but essentially all information on the desired target distributions disappears in the density dimension. These are the anticipated symptoms of the poorly conditioned problem in the presence of kernel errors. Observational errors will only compound the problem.
shows typical behavior. The correlated Figure 5 errors (case C, sometimes case B) provide in general a more stable solution than can be obtained from the random errors (case A).
also shows the e †ects of reducing the kernel Figure 5 errors to the smaller level discussed above (these are very optimistic expectations). This improves the situation to the extent that solutions become more possible and are reproducible in the maximum entropy algorithm. However, such errors are certainly underestimates. SigniÐcantly, they also lie below estimated errors in EUV intensity calibrations.
We have also examined the averages of many inverse solutions, and these of course show better recovery of the targets. However, we have not shown this since we cannot apply the ergodic hypothesis to argue that the average of many Monte Carlo simulations gives a representative solution, owing to the systematic nature of the errors in the kernels.
gives a much clearer picture of the real Figure 5 problems.
shows the model spectrum and spectra com- Figure 6 puted from the inverse solutions, using the maximum entropy and second-order linear inversion algorithms, for a particular case (the j \ 10~4 case shown in Strong  Fig. 5 ). lines are marked with wavelengths in units of
The Ðgure A . shows that solutions using the linear regularization methods can appear to be better, typically yielding smaller values of s2. But this apparent improvement comes at the expense of permitting negative solutions, and at the expense of poorer reproducibility of the target solutions between di †erent Monte Carlo realizations. The positivity constraint k(T , n) º 0 that is enforced through the maximum entropy algorithm thus in fact provides more robustness because such solutions do not allow "" bad ÏÏ (i.e., negative) solutions that can actually Ðt the observed data better. Examination of the other realizations shows that the maximum entropy solutions are certainly more reproducible in the presence of di †erent realizations of kernel errors.
These numerical results, coupled with the SVD analysis, lead us to the following picture. The formal inversion problem is rendered either intractable and meaningless, or oversmoothed, because of errors in the kernels & their magniÐcation. This situation might never change, irrespective of the quality of the observed data. However, the most realistic case where errors in kernels are correlated are more robust than in the unrealistic case of uncorrelated errors. This indicates that further reÐnements of the algorithm might be worthwhile (see below). However, such work certainly runs the risk of more robustly and systematically yielding incorrect answers, so more work to study the problem is needed.
5. DISCUSSION 5.1. Initial Comments on "" T raditional Emission-L ine Diagnostic Ratios ÏÏ We leave a discussion of the real meaning of densities derived from the emission-line ratio method for a later paper. However, the present work would be incomplete without some initial comments. In the present formulation the ratio of the intensities of two lines i and j is simply the ratio of the relevant integrals given by Thus, a equation (2). solution k(T , n) (or an equivalent function) is needed just to deÐne the intensities and their ratios. The basic assumption (and hope) behind using line ratios is that, by choosing suitable pairs of lines, one can develop a feeling for "" mean densities ÏÏ and test hypothetical source distributions (e.g., consistency with constant pressure plasmas) without having to perform the formal inversion. One chooses line pairs for which errors in the kernels largely cancel (e.g., by choosing lines of the same ionization stage, which mostly removes the largest errors). But what do such line ratios really tell you ? No answer to this is forthcoming from the line ratio method. However, in our formalism the ratio of two line intensities is simply
Without loss of generality we focus on density diagnostic line pairs. Applying the usual "" line ratio diagnostic ÏÏ method, two lines i and j are chosen that are assumed to be formed in the temperature range such
] dT ] that the dependence of the kernels on T is the same to within a constant factor, and to have di †erent dependences on n. Many line pairs fulÐll this requirement & (Mason Monsignori-Fossi Then we can write 1994).
The "" density ÏÏ of the plasma from the given line ratio is derived by looking for the range of densities that n ij^d n ij satisfy
Each line pair will therefore yield an "" answer ÏÏ for n ij^d n ij the density. We see clearly that this can yield the correct and meaningful answer only if k(T , n) actually is a double Dirac d function
We must therefore expect dif-
). ferent line pairs to yield di †erent densities since astrophysical sources in general cannot be expected to be at a constant density. It would be worthwhile to reexamine previous work on "" discrepant ÏÏ line ratios (Doschek 1984 ;  Raymond, & Smith using the inverse Brickhouse, 1995) approach.
One can imagine a situation where data exist but for Mg i N which no meaningful k(T , n) can be found from the inver-sion procedures used in this paper. This would signal a breakdown of assumptions (e.g., the gas is out of ionization equilibrium) or a misassessment of uncertainties. From real data this would be expected given the likely nature of the kernel errors. However, can be analyzed using the line g i ratio technique and densities "" derived ÏÏ using equation (33). The question arises as to the meaning of the derived densities since formally one would imagine that a n ij^d n ij solution k(T , n) is needed even to deÐne the ratio ! Actually, this is only true given the set of assumptions given in°2, and it may be possible to derive k(T , n) over more restricted ranges using methods mentioned below. Thus, the "" line ratio method ÏÏ might appear to be more robust than the full inversion.
The pros and cons of the two methods be summarized as follows :
The line ratio method has the advantage of being simple, and it will always yield an answer (including the answer that there is no range of plasma conditions leading to the observed ratio, signaling a misassessment of errors and/or a breakdown of assumptions). The major disadvantages are, Ðrst, that the ratios are essentially ratios of moments of k(T , n) weighted by the di †erent kernels, and the interpretation of these is not straightforward (e.g., see et Almleaky al.
Second, there is no way to assess the uniqueness of 1989). the derived "" solutions.ÏÏ Third, adopting the line ratio method means that the full power of inverse approaches cannot be brought to bear on emission-line problems. For instance, methods based upon "" optimally localized averaged (OLA) kernels ÏÏ or other methods can tell you the best set of lines to choose to maximize the information content of the data at the least expense, or in a given observational integration time, etc. Lastly, the apparent "" robustness ÏÏ of getting answers from taking simple ratios of lines is not an asset but a real liability, since the uniqueness and actual meaning of the results cannot be assessed.
The real disadvantage of the full inverse approach is that the solutions are sensitive to large uncertainties in the calculation of kernels for emission lines and that these can and are expected to render useful determination of k(T , n) impossible for real data in most applications. However, the solution in terms of k(T , n) is really the only objective way to use emission-line intensities to derive plasma properties from a set of emission lines given the restrictions imposed by adopting the "" inverse ÏÏ approach at all. Anything less, including the line ratio approach, is more subjective and will not give the researcher a feel for the nonuniqueness or even the real meaning of their results.
L imitations of Present W ork and Directions for
Future W ork A basic and perhaps important limitation of the present paper is the fact that we have used a full numerical treatment but with no reÐnements to obtain inversions. Our use of a large number of lines (113 in all) stands in contrast to the dozen or so number of singular values that lie above expected systematic errors suggesting that using (Fig. 3) , fewer lines might lead to a better solution, the extra lines simply adding more systematic errors. Thus, our results might be expected to be pessimistic in practice, since a glance at inverse problems in other areas (e.g., helioseismology) shows that a some success has been achieved by reÐning inversion algorithms, still based upon the same basic approach, but "" tailored ÏÏ to the problem at hand.
One natural and perhaps promising direction for future work is to use the OLA methods (see, e.g., ChristensenSchou, & Thompson & ThompDalsgaard, 1990 ; Pijpers son in which new kernels (and data) are constructed 1994), that are linear sums of the individual kernels (and data), such that new kernels are strongly peaked in the (T , n) plane. These are essentially attempts to diagonalize approximately the system of equations. The large magnitude of the errors in the emission-line kernels demonstrate that in the general case this will be severely limited by the rapid build up of errors that will follow this summation. However, as frequently done in applications of the line ratio method, by choosing lines belonging to an individual ion or multiplet, the largest components of these errors will be correlated such that they cancel. This suggests that an investigation of this problem based upon a generalization of equations (1.5) and (1.7) of et al. to take into Christensen-Dalsgaard (1990) account covariance error matrices of the kernels as well as the data would be worthwhile. This is also likely to shed more light on the meaning of results from the emission-line diagnostic ratio method. Another approach suggested by F. Pijpers and J. Christensen-Dalsgaard (1996, private communication) is to attempt to solve for some systematic errors in the kernels as well as the source terms. Work in these directions is currently underway.
Finally, since we have demonstrated that in our formalism information is basically not present in the frequencyintegrated line spectra to obtain the desired solutions, it seems prudent to add more information by whatever means available. Certainly, spectra with fully resolved line proÐles and/or that are time resolved can be expected to add information. Such observations for the Sun are being vigorously pursued with instruments on the SOHO satellite. However, such data may also lack sufficient information content. In that case forward modeling is probably the only remaining approach, since additional information is added through an assumed physical model that can easily relax some of the assumptions that have to be made to cast the problem in the present inverse form
The price for this extra (eq. [2]). information is the lack of unique solutions inherent in forward approaches.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results indicate that, at best, one might learn some rudimentary facts about the structure of the source term k(T , n) of a radiating, optically thin plasma, by inverting frequency-integrated intensities of lines emitted by the plasma. At worst, realistic errors in the kernels of the integral equations preclude meaningful determinations of k(T , n) at all. Whether a robust inverse method can be developed remains to be seen, and we have made suggestions for the best approaches to take. Our work also reveals serious shortcomings of the traditional emission-line ratio approach, since neither the true meaning nor the uniqueness of the results can be addressed using this method. Although our inverse approach has practical problems, it hopefully serves at least one positive purpose. Using inverse methods forces one to think in terms of kernel properties that can be used to identify absolutely the best set of lines that can optimize return for precious data obtained from spacecraft or ground-based telescopes at great expense.
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APPENDIX REGULARIZATION METHODS
Following standard procedures (e.g., & Brown we seek the vector k such that Craig 1986),
where s2(k) is the usual "" s2 statistic ÏÏ and F(k) is the "" smoothing functional. ÏÏ The discretized form for s2(k) is s2 \ ; i/1
Di †erentiating with respect to the vector components of k yields equation (A1)
where the Ðrst bracketed term comes from the s2 term of and where we have written dF/dk in terms of the equation (A2), operator For two of the three methods the smoothing functional takes one of the following "" local ÏÏ or "" diagonal ÏÏ H j l. forms :
or
where j is a scalar "" trade-o † parameter ÏÏ determining the relative contribution of the two terms to the minimization given by The Ðrst equation (zeroth-order regularization) is linear in the second (maximum entropy regularization) is equation (A1). k i , nonlinear.
log is the negative of the entropy or the "" negentropy ÏÏ). Minimizing these functionals yields solutions (; i/1 bCc k i k i that, depending on the value of j, will match the observed data as well as minimize the squared sum of all or the negentropy k i functional, respectively.
The second-order regularization cannot be written in this form, except when the inverse problem is univariate. Instead, we must write for the bivariate case :
where we have now two independent trade-o † parameters corresponding to the two indices of the source term f. Minimizing this functional yields solutions that, depending on the values of and will match the observed data at the same time as j 1 j 2 , minimizing the scaled Laplacian of the desired solution.
On the basis that it provides the least structured positive deÐnite solution that is compatible with the observations, the maximum entropy method is our preferred method. Also the programming is identical whether one performs a univariate or bivariate (or even multivariate) calculation ! It su †ers, however, from three difficulties. First, the idea of determining the "" Ñattest ÏÏ or least structured solution that is consistent with the observed data may not be appropriate for the physical case g i of interest ("" appropriateness ÏÏ here amounts to adding an a priori constraint). Second, it is a nonlinear inversion. Thus, multiple inversions are needed from a starting "" guess ÏÏ solution, for each and every value of j. Lastly, The Newton-Raphson scheme will converge provided one is sufficiently close to the Ðnal solution. Choosing a good starting approximation is not necessarily a trivial task.
The primary problems with zeroth-order regularization (and hence also the almost equivalent "" truncated SVD ÏÏ) and second-order regularization are the following : Ðrst, there may be no physical reason to suspect that minimizing the sum of any derivative of the source term is a sensible constraint ; second, they will provide solutions that can be positive or negativeÈthis is likely to be a big problem for speciÐc problems in which positivity can be guaranteed.
For the second-order regularization method, two more practical issues must be addressed, Ðrst we must to evaluate two di †erentials (at least) each with its own j that must be chosen, and second matrices have to be constructed to represent the second-order di †erential operator and "" end conditions ÏÏ must be chosen at the boundaries of the computational domain (otherwise can only be evaluated away from the boundaries). eq. [A6] Thus, for the emission-line problem where the only generally applicable constraint that can be absolutely guaranteed about the source term is positivity, the maximum entropy method is to be preferred over the linear inversion methods. FIG. 4 .ÈTarget function k(T , n) (used to compute "" observed ÏÏ line intensities) and a series of inversions for the target that include, successively, more terms in the singular function expansion of the inverse matrix, in order of decreasing singular values. The inversions are annotated with the number of singular values included in the inversion and the value of the logarithm of the last singular value included, minus the logarithm of the biggest (i.e., Ðrst) singular value. The inverse matrices and data included no errors except for numerical round o † errors. Information on the density structure does not appear until the at least the eighth singular value and vector has been included in the inverse matrix.
JUDGE, HUBENY, & BROWN (see 475, 282) PLATE 24 FIG. 5 .ÈAttempts to recover a realistic "" target ÏÏ source distribution for the SunÏs transition region and corona are shown as a function of the "" trade-o † ÏÏ parameter j in using the maximum entropy algorithm. The form of the solution is recovered well for small values of j, for the case of zero errors. eq. (A5), Essentially, all information on the density distribution is lost for larger values of j, but the distribution with temperature is recovered well for large j-values. The inversions with kernel errors (cases A, B, and C discussed in the text) are typical of random realizations of the kernel errors solutions. Meaningful solutions become possible only when the trade-o † parameters are sufficiently large, which unfortunately removes essentially all information on the density dependence of the source distributions. This is as predicted from the SVD discussion in the text. Missing frames indicate that no solution was obtainable that is consistent with the data (see text).
